
The Physics of the ToySmith “Whirly Tube”

The “Whirly Tube” is a flexible plastic tube with a nozzle at one end. When the nozzle is spun through 
the air, the device makes a characteristic low-pitched whistle.

My device has an unstretched length of 71 cm and a nozzle diameter of 3.0 cm. When the nozzle is 
spun at a rate of 3.1 revolutions per second in a circle (the circle has a radius of about 60 cm, as I grip 
the other end), a clear tone with a frequency of around 1200 Hz is produced.

The nozzle is traveling through the air with a velocity given by the circumference of its circular motion 
divided by the period of that motion:

v nozzle=
2π R spin
T spin

=2π R spin f spin

Imagine an ant sitting on one side of the nozzle as it rotates around. At one stage of the revolution, it 
will see air rushing toward it; half of the revolution later, it will see the air moving in the opposite 
direction. Thus, the nozzle acts to set up a standing wave where the displacement antinodes are at the 
edge of the nozzle, and a displacement node is at the centre of the nozzle. This describes a standing 
wave where the wavelength is twice the nozzle diameter, with a characteristic wave velocity equal to 
the velocity of the nozzle. The frequency of longitudinal oscillations in this standing wave is:

f nozzle=
vnozzle

2d nozzle

Any oscillations from the air molecules that “leak” in other directions will travel as waves through the 
air. The oscillations that “leak” into the tube will resonate if the frequency of their oscillations matches 
the conditions for a pipe with two open ends, namely:

vair
f oscillations

=2 L pipe

Putting it all together, we can solve for the velocity of air:

v air=2 L pipe f oscillations=2 L tube f nozzle=2 L tube
vnozzle

2d nozzle
=2 Ltube

2π R spin f spin
2 dnozzle

which gives:

v air=2(0.71m)
2π(0.60m)(3.1Hz )

2(0.03m)
=301m /s

This is about 10% smaller than the expected value, perhaps because the tube stretches due to the force 
applied to make it spin (which means the values of 0.71 m and 0.60 m are both underestimates).


